AMEE Guides

AMEE Guides cover topical issues in medical and healthcare professions education and provide information, practical advice and support. They are designed for use by teachers individually to inform their practice and are also widely used in staff development programmes. In addition, AMEE Guides can provide a valuable resource to inform curriculum and course committees.

- Curriculum Planning
- Research in Medical Education
- Education Management
- Assessment
- Teaching and Learning
- Theories in Medical Education

A selection of AMEE Guides is available for sale at the AMEE Exhibition Stand.

www.amee.org | amee@dundee.ac.uk
THEORIES IN MEDICAL EDUCATION

52 Situativity theory: A perspective on how participants and the environment can interact
Steven J Durning and Anthony R Artino (2011)
Format: Print or Electronic
Language: English

57 General overview of the theories used in assessment
Lambert WT Schuwirth and Cees PM van der Vleuten (2012)
Format: Print or Electronic
Language: English

58 Self-Regulation Theory: Applications to medical education
John Sandars and Timothy J Cleary (2012)
Format: Print or Electronic
Language: English

59 How self-determination theory can assist our understanding of the teaching and learning processes in medical education
Th. J. (Olle) ten Cate, Rashmi A Kusurkar and Geoffrey C Williams (2012)
Format: Print or Electronic
Language: English

60 Building bridges between theory and practice in medical education by using a design-based research approach
Diana HM Dolmans and Dineke Tigelaar (2012)
Format: Print or Electronic
Language: English

62 Theoretical insights into interprofessional education
Sarah Hean, Deborah Caddock and Marilyn Hammick (2012)
Format: Print or Electronic
Language: English

63 Experiential learning
Sarah Yardley, Prin Tenuissen and Tim Dornan (2012)
Format: Print or Electronic
Language: English; Spanish*

64 Control-Value Theory: Using achievement emotions to improve understanding of motivation, learning and performance in medical education
Format: Print or Electronic
Language: English

67 Program evaluation models and related theories
Ann W Frye and Paul A Hemmer (2013)
Format: Print or Electronic
Language: English

78 Frameworks for learner assessment in medicine
Louis Pangaro and Olle ten Cate (2014)
Format: Print or Electronic
Language: English

83 Adult learning theories: Implications for learning and teaching in medical education
David CM Taylor and Hosam Hamdy (2014)
Format: Print or Electronic
Language: English

86 Cognitive load theory: Implications for medical education
John O’Young, Jeroen van Merrienboer, Steve Durning and Olle ten Cate (2014)
Format: Print or Electronic
Language: English

Is there a topic you would like to see added to the list above? We also welcome approaches from authors wishing to write an AMEE Guide – please contact Professor Trevor Gibbs, AMEE Development Officer (tg.gibbs@gmail.com)

For more information including ISBNs, prices and to order online, please see the website www.amee.org or contact amee@dundee.ac.uk
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